PORTABLE SKIDDED OR WHEELED ANCHOR TRACK™ SYSTEM FOR FALL PROTECTION

- Excellent for temporary applications, indoors or outdoors
- Fully assembled system can be lifted with large forklift or, with the proper options, rolled

Rigid Lifelines® Griffin™ Anchor Track™ System provides rigid track fall protection with coverage up to 30° off-plumb.

With typical overall weights of approximately 15,000 lbs., the entire system can be moved in minutes using a large forklift and leveled using the provided leveling jack plates.

Quick and simple field assembly with bolt-together components—no welding required.

Frequently used in exposed outdoor locations, our enclosed track design prevents dirt and ice build-up, so the trolley effortlessly follows the users’ movements as they traverse vehicles and other large equipment.

**Application Examples**
- Trucks: Loading, Securing, & Tarping
- Manufacturing & Maintenance of Large Vehicles & Equipment
No-Compromise Construction
Rigid Lifelines® Griffin™ Anchor Track™ System is a portable monorail system with a counterweighted base. Equipped with Anchor Trolley™ technology, the Anchor Track™ is held by cantilevered headers from one or two support columns attached to one of the following bases:

a. Standard skid-mounted base
b. Optional steerable rolling chassis base
c. Coupler-equipped rolling chassis base

System Sizes
- Standard Anchor Track™ lengths from 20’ to 60’
- Standard reach starting at 8’
- Standard height starting at 22’
- Custom sizes welcomed!

Application Options
- Single, dual, or multiple tracks for use by one, two, or multiple workers
- Leveling jacks (jack plates come standard)

Rolling Base Options
- Non-pneumatic tires
- Steerable rolling chassis
- Tongue bar coupler (Class 3 or higher)
- Drawbar eye coupler (for Pintle hitch)
- Custom sizes & configurations available

Call 844-467-4443 to have your local Rigid Lifelines fall protection distributor make expert recommendations for your facility.

Watch our video showing how the Skidded Griffin™ is used to protect this truck driver while he tarsps his load.

Visit: GriffinFallProtection.com